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Imperialism is not confined to the political or economic aspects
of the historical process. Rather, it is to be considered as a cluster.
A phenomenon such as imperialism is a cluster of different
aspects of human undertakings. What is usually discussed is
economic and political imperialism. In this paper, however, we
tum to intellectual imperialism, first describing what it is, and
second enumerating the problems connected with it. Intellectual
imperialism has, among other things, resulted in a displacement
of attention from issues that should be of vital concern to Asian
and African societies. The emancipation of the mind from the
shackles of intellectual imperialism is the major condition for the
development of a creative and autonomous social science
tradition in developing societies.
The topic of intellectual imperialism is a serious one even though it
gives the impression that it is not a subject for proper and serious
consideration. However, as students of the social sciences, we know that
there is such a thing as the history of imperialism. We also know that
there is such a thing as the sociology of imperialism. The phenomena
of imperialism can be divided into the political, economic, and social
aspects. In keeping with our analysis and our insight into the historical
and sociological process, there is also the need to consider that there is
such a thing as intellectual imperialism.
Hence, imperialism is not confined only to the political or
economic aspects of the historical process. We have to consider
imperialism as a cluster, comprising different aspects of human
undertakings. In our discussion of intellectual imperialism in this paper,
we shall describe first what it is, and second the problems connected
with it. Imperialism in the political and historical sense of the word is
the subjugation of one people by another for the advantage of the
dominant one. The traits of imperialism are the following: (1)
Exploitation: There is exploitation and control by the subjugating power
over the people dominated. (2) There is a form of tutelage. The people
dominated are considered a kind of ward within a tutelage system.
They are taught certain things, they are asked to do certain things, they
are organized towards certain ends and purposes laid out by the
subjugating power. (3) Conformity: The subjugating dominant power
expects the dominated people to conform to certain aspects of its life,
its organization! and its rules. (4) The dominated p.eople will playa
secondary role in the set up. (5) The existence of intellectual
rationalization, which is an attempt to explain imperialism as a
necessary stage in human progress and that the business of the
imperialist power is to civilize the people under subjugation. 1 (6)
Imperialist rulers: The subjugated country is very often run by inferior
talents. If we consider Malaysia and Singapore! we will discover that
those British personnel who came here in the past were inferior talents,
compared to what was available in Britain. Even British sources have
voiced this complaint. I r~member a former civil servant, Thomson,
remarking that many of those who came from England were not the
cream of British society. Those who went to serve in the colonies were
people who could not get jobs and people who could not make good
In England.
These are the six main traits of imperialism. In addition to political,
social and economic iinperialism, we are also subjected to intellectual
imperialism. Intellectual imperialiSm is the domination of one people
by another in their world of thinking. Intellectual imperialism' is usually
an effect of actual direct imperialism or is an eff€ct of indirect
domination arising from imperialism. The sociology of knowledge
studies the forms of knowing which appear at different periods in
different societies. What I am suggesting is that the political and
economic structure of imperialism generated a parallel structure in the
way of thinking of the subjugated people. This, then is the product of
intellectual imperialism. rfirst discussed this theme in a lecture to the
History Society, University of Singapore, 26 September 1969.
Parallels between Political Economic Imperialism.
and Intellectual Imperialism
Let us discuss the first trait, exploitation. What is the form. of
exploitation in intellectual imperialism? In political and economic
imperialism, the mother country exploited the raw materials of the
colonies. They brought the raw materials back to the mother country,
manufactured the product in the mother country, and then distributed
the products in the colonies. The colonies were regarded as sources for
raw materials as well as markets for the industrial products of ·the
mother country. A clear example for us is rubber. Rubber was grown
in Malaya, latex was taken to England, tyres were made in England,
and then were sold here. Intellectual imperialism also takes this form.
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Data is from this region, raw data on certain topics are collected in this
region, processed and manufactured in England in the form of books
or articles, and then sold here. On the whole, people of this region
including their scholars were used mainly as informants. ,We are
continuously bombarded by foreign publications. I am not using the
term IJforeign"in a judgmental waJT, but am merely referring to the
origin of things. Most of our own history vIas vlritten by scholars from
abroad. They came here, gathered the raw intellectual materials, went
back, published their books, and exported the finished product back
to the country of fieldwork.
In one of my trips to Kelantan, I met a leading traditional healer
who used to' supply some British writers with inf9rmation. He was not
able to make the finished product, as he had not been taught to write,
he did not know how to use footnotes, and was not able to write essays.
The colonial scholars took the data and just published them without
any acknowledgement or further analysis. This was then distributed~
There is a parallel here between economic exploitation and the
exploitation of knowledge. .
Let us consider the second trait, tutelage. In the past, education
of the population in certain technical areas was considered useful for
imperialist govemments. The world of J.earning was also governed by
the idea of tutelage. Underdeveloped regions including Malaysia and
Singapore were supposed to be dependent on everything abroad. If you
wanted to get a good degree you should go to European or American
universities. If you wanted a high~r degree, you should go there. If you
wanted to learn anything, you should read their books. This ide~ of
dependence, through tutelage, for this region intellectually, had been
taken for granted. It was assumed that people here know less about
practically all subjects than people in the West. Once again a parallel
exists. In the past the outlook was that the colonies could not maintain
themselves. They could not be granted independence because they
would ruin the country if they govern themselves. They. could not be
relied upon to develop the country because they did not have the
technical know-how. Now, the parallel with intellectual imperialism is
that they do not have the intellectual know-how. Hence the need for a
fonn of indirect tutelage.
The third trait mentioned above is conformity. In the past, the
dominant power expected conformity in the behaviour of the conquered
people. For instance, if you wanted to behave normally and properly
you should sit the way they sit, you should not belch in their presence,
arid you should eat the way they eat. There is an exploitation of
conformity. Another very clear instance is sport. To be advanced in
sport, one 'should play the British l?:ames. In thp n~c:t l:Itto.... ~'"' .................










